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A strange encounter

the english courts

and mormon polygamy
kenneth

L

cannon 11
II

in 1866 english courts for the first time encountered a mormon ie polygamous marriage on 22 march of that year the
london times related
it is a strange fact that no case should have arisen on the validity of
mormon marriages before that of hyde v hyde which came before
the divorce court in january last so many young women hove
hive been
tempted or entrapped into abandoning english homes for the half or
third part of a husband at the salt lake city and have since found
reason to rue their infatuation that we can only explain the entire
absence of precedents on the subject by supposing that few are happy
enough to retrace their steps across the wastes that divide the mormon
paradise from christendom 1

actually it is not surprising that the courts of great britain had not
had an opportunity to rule upon the validity of a mormon marriage before 1866 when it is realized that the leading american case of
re
reynolds
y nolds v united states was still thirteen years away what is surprising however is the nature of
hyde v hyde and woodmansee it
qhyde
chyde
involved a once married former mormon bitterly opposed to the
practice of plural marriage who was attempting to divorce his one
wife still living in

hyde

hyde

utah

the case is generally referred to would have
been relegated to obscurity had it not been for the influx of people
from polygamous societies to great britain in the last hundred years
the hyde case was the first encounter of the english courts with a
marriage that was potentially polygamous because it had been
v

as

11 receiving a law degree and a masters degree in history in april from brigham young
kenneth L cannon II
university at which time he has been an editorial intern for brigham young university studies has been
hired by a law firm in salt lake city
the times 22 march 1866 p 9
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countenancer polygamy 2 the rule that
performed in a society that countenanced
emerged from hyde v hyde on marriage in general and polygamous
marriage in particular was followed by english courts in determining
the validity of polygamous marriages until parliament changed the
rule by statute in 1972 3 because thousands of moslems and hindus
from asia and africa migrated to england in the twentieth century
the courts increasingly had to decide whether or not to recognize marsolemnizer in polygamous societies 4 the precedent set by
riages solemnized
hyde thus remained important throughout the first six decades of the
twentieth century and prompted considerable scholarly inquiry 5 the
story of how the divorce suit of a monogamous mormon apostate
became the precedent setting case on polygamy in england is a
fascinating one
THE

thebackground
background

john hyde
hydejun
jun according to his own story joined the mormon
faith in 1848 at the age of fifteen because he had an ideal of what
religion and the worship of god might be 1I imagined that this
system the mormon church as I1 then heard it expounded realized
the ideal and in the love of that ideal 1I embraced it and was accordingly baptized

he preached

in england and in 1851 was called

bigamy was a crime in england it was made a felony there in 1861 and people had been prosecuted for
it but the english courts had never seen a case in which a potential or actual polygamous marriage had been
countenancer such marriages
performed in a society which countenanced
3the
athe rule from the hyde case is
is discussed below the statute which overturned the hyde rule was the
the
matrimonial proceedings polygamous marriages act 1972
c 38 although english courts felt constrained to follow the hyde precedent when facts in a case were similar to those in hyde they developed a
number of methods to at least partially circumvent it see eegg sebastian poulter hyde v hyde A
19761 491 92 494 5503 D tolstoy
reappraisal international and comparative law quarterly 2255 duly
buly
july 1976
the conversion of a polygamous marriage into a monogamous marriage international and comparative
july 1968 721 29 and my polygamy and the law in england unpublished paper
law quarterly 17 duly
1981
pp
ap 15 25
it was estimated that in the mid 1960s there were 120000 pakistanis and over 300000 moslems in
england T C hartley polygamy and social policy modern
modem law review 32 march 1969 155n ian
lan
saunders andjerry
and jerry walter
internathe matrimonial proceedings polygamous marriages act 1972
tz
1972 781 783n
tional and comparative law quarterly 21 october 19721
the case is discussed in all the major british treatises on family private international and conflicts law
see S M cretney principles of family law 3d
ap 48 72
ad ed london sweet & maxwell 1979 pp
P M bromley family law 2d
butterworths 1962 pp
ad ed london Butterworths
ap 3 6 11 G C cheshire private in
ath ed oxford clarendon press 1960 pp
and J H C morris
temationallaw 6th
ternationallaw
ap 303 305 06 308 312 andj
anda
cases on private internationallaw
103 04 some
ad ed oxford clarendon press 1960 pp
92 97
ap 66
law 3d
6692
97103
international
of the more important articles on the case are S G vesey fitzgerald Nachim
nachimsons
sons and hydes cases the
law quarterly review 47 april 1931 2255
253 70 W E beckett
the recognition of polygamous marriages
morris
under english law the law quarterly review 48 july 1932 341 68
the recognition of
68jJ H C moms
polygamous marriages in english law harvard
luw
harvardlaw
law review 66 april 1953 961 1012 and poulter hyde
v hyde A reappraisal
pp
ap 475 508 the hyde rule was also applied in british colonies and has a long
and illustrious history in these areas for australia canada scotland and south africa see lennart palsson
in kurt Lip
marriage and divorce
lipstein
stem ed private international law vol 3 in international encyclopedia of Comparative law 17 vols 11
11bingen
n d pp
bingen west germany J C B mahr nd
tubmgen
ap 12 21 for
the sudan and nigeria see shirley crabb zabel hyde v hyde in africa A comparative study of the law
of marriage in
m the sudan and nigeria part I1 utah law review 1969 january 1969 22 53
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to the recently created french mission he spent much of the next
two years as a missionary in the channel islands and according to
james H hart a contemporary missionary was not entirely successful
in that capacity 6 he was less than honorably released from his mis53
5 3 and traveled to utah the same year 7 in november 18
1855
1853
sion in 18
1855
1853
with brigham young performing the ceremony he married lavinia
hawkins to whom he had been betrothed while they both lived in

england

8

was initiated into the mysteries of
shortly thereafter by his own narthe mormon endowment
rative he decided he wanted to leave utah apparently because of
his disillusionment with the church and travel to california he
informed elder orson pratt of his loss of faith and perhaps in an attempt to rekindle his faith church leaders responded by publicly
appointing him to go on a mission to the sandwich islands he accepted the call because he believed that his waning faith was the
result of inaction that to be actively employed in the ministry might
waken up my old confidence that in the effort to convince others 1I
myself 9 this belief proved short
re
convincing
might succeed in reconvincing
lived however on the ship taking him to the sandwich islands his
finally while at
mind was filled with darkness and indecision
in communion with god and my own soul the darkness of
sea
doubt that had blinded my eyes and the mists of indecision that had
paralyzed my energies left me and I1 resolved not only to renounce
mormonism but also to tell the world freely fully and fearlessly as
well my reasons as my experience 10
rather than engaging in missionary work for the church when he

three months later hyde

reached hawaii john hyde immediately began preaching against
mormonism he remained in honolulu for some time and then went
to california where he continued his crusade against the church I1 I1 in
und
and designs new york W P fetridge
john hyde
hydejun
jun mormonism its leaders anddesigns
edward hart john Hy
hyde junior an earlier view brigham young university studies
hydejunior
deJunior

18
pp
ap 17
1718
winter 1976

1857
16

306 12

331112
11 12
ap 311
hart john hyde junior pp
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
computer file index genealogical society of the church ofjesus
8computer
L R 1 P &d
1866 LR
city hyde v hyde and woodmansee 18661
ad 131311 there are several case reporting services in
england and at least three reports of the case were made by different services all references to the case will be

urns E bolton to john hyde
7curtis
scurtis

53
2 january 18
1853

as quoted in

semi official 1866 law reports probate and divorce division version of the case unless otherwise
to this semiofficial
specified the judge in the case made much of the fact that brigham young had performed the marriage
ceremony
designs pp
anddesigns
ap 21 22
yde mormonism its leaders and
9hyde
chyde

ibid pp
ap

22 23

A renegade mormon
anddesigns
and designs p 23

jre
lVe ekly
lre
harpers weekly

10 10january
january 1857

p 22 hyde mormonism

its leaders
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its leaders and designs a vitriolic
attack on the church which contains an early expose of the
mysteries of the endowment and a bitter denunciation of the practice of plural marriage 12
hyde s activities did not go unnoticed in salt lake city in a ser5 7 heber C kimball publicly moved
mon delivered on 11 january 18
1857
that the errant elder be cut off root and branch from the church
and delivered over to satan to be buffeted in the flesh because
Ther
there is no sympathy to be shown unto such a man
motlon
notion
thernotion
the motion
carried unanimously elder kimball went on to state that hydes
wife was not cut off from this church but she is free from him she
is just as free from him as though she never had belonged to him
the limb she was connected to is cut off and she must again be
grafted into the tree if she wishes to be saved 13 forty two years
later the utah supreme court would decide that such extrajudicial
divorces were not valid and thus did not legally dissolve marriages 14
apparently hyde wrote his wife asking her to join him that
1857 he published mormonism

4 1

together they might renounce the evils of mormonism she replied
that she still loved him but that her faith in the church was greater
than it had ever been and she refused to join him 15 taking heber
balls
im bails
C 1imballs
balis
alFs
Kimb
airs divorce decree at face value she was married in 1859
kimbalfs
imballi
to joseph woodmansee thus grafting herself back into the mormon tree 16
john hyde returned to his native england after failing to persuade his wife to join him and after publication of his book there he
became a swedenborgian minister and country newspaper editor in
derby he utilized his literary talents to write a number of books on
12his
his expose
expost
export

of the mormon temple ceremony

church
ideseret news
deseret

is

one of the earliest dating from the utah period of the

january 1857 p 364 A more readily available copy of the sermon is in journalof
Jourmalof
journal
nalof
of
discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 4165 it should be pointed out
that the sermon was given during the reformation period of mormon history when emotions were high
john hyde later described heber C kimball in very derogatory terms although the sketch he drew of
ap 441 42
brigham young was quite positive salt lake and its rulers harpers weekly 11 july 1857 pp
J H C morris had spencer L kimball then dean of the university of utah school of law conduct a search
of the utah divorce records to determine whether or not mrs hyde ever secured a legal divorce no record of
any legal divorce proceedings was found morris
the recognition of polygamous marriages in english
law p 1007n
norton v tufts 19 utah 470 57 pac 409 1899 the question of extrajudicial divorces in the case of
polygamous marriages was moot because the marriages were not legally recognized and thus did not have to
be legally dissolved the marriage ofjohn
ofjohn hyde and lavinia hawkins was not polygamous and was thus legal
under american law
15the
the times 22 january 1866 p 11
ted
16 family group records
computer file index genealogical society of the church hyde v hyde
21

tee

1311
p 13
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the swedenborgian movement and gained some recognition for his
writings 17 in 1866 his former adherence to mormonism rose as a
specter to haunt him when he decided to sue lavinia hawkins hyde
woodmansee for divorce
THE CASE

in january 1866 john hyde brought suit for divorce against his
wife on the grounds of adultery the former mrs hydes present
co
corespondent
to the
husband joseph woodmansee was joined as a respondent
suit because of his complicity in her adultery hence the full title
of the case hyde v hyde and woodmansee 18 it is not entirely
clear however why john hyde brought the suit he obviously did
not believe that the divorce decreed from the pulpit by heber C
kimball was binding a belief that is difficult to dispute from a legal
point of view instead he evidently hoped that a divorce in england
would remove any question about the dissolution of the marriage
hyde probably could have relied on the divorce decreed by elder
kimball without going to the english courts but he chose not to do
so

in testimony before the court hyde reviewed his life story
relating his conversion to mormonism and his subsequent disillusionment with it he discussed his marriage and his attempts to get his
wife to join him after he had renounced the mormon church he
related that he had not returned to salt lake city to try to persuade
his wife to leave with him as his life would have been in danger 19
hyde had married only this once which witnesses substantiated
one witness frederick piercy an artist who had married lavinia
hawkins s sister and had spent time in utah before abandoning mormonism told the court that he was sure that john hyde was a
in truman G madsen and
centrifugal tendencies in mormon history
charles D taic
tate jr eds to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues salt lake city deseret
taie
m england shortly after his return there some
book co 1972 pp
ap 171 72 hyde began publishing books in
of his works are emanuel swedenborg A lecture philadelphia new church tract and publication society
gruve
grave7 3d
graved
F pitman nd
bible
ad ed rev london
will the natural body rise from the grave
nd
n d
nd
god london
as described in the wordofgodlondon
fee wicked
the
pord
photographs a contrast between the righteousandthe
righteous and tee
wlickedasdescribedin
word
mord of gou
tae
F pitman 1865 the glory and
the holy bible and
anddivinity
divinity of
andeits
spiiitual sense london F pitman
irs
andits
its spiritual
odthe
ofthe
but hrom
n d doctrine of ofredemption
redemption deliverance notfrom
justice ofgod
not hrom
brom
of god buttrom
brom the wrath or orjustice
from the powers of
from
nd
butfrom
ath ed london F
hell manchester new church printing and tract society 1876 our eternal homes 4th
pitman 1865 the doctrine ofsubstitution
examined london james spiers 1875 and interof substitution impartially examinedlonclon
unties
ulties and advantages manchester the lancashire and cheshire internanational arbitration its diffy
difficulties
diffw
tional arbitration association 1873

leonard J arrington

17 17leonard

hyde
whyde
wayde
hyde

hyde p 131
1861 1873 all ER
v hyde
E R rep 176 the quoted words were reported in
m the law reports
he could not have done so returned after he had left the mormon church without danger to his
v

version as
life
p 131
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monogamist 20 silas M fisher who had been a counselor of the
united states supreme court told the judge that hydes marriage
would have been recognized by americas highest court because it
was hydes first marriage and thus was legal under american law 21
dr spinks hydes barrister argued that because the marriage
was legal in the place where it had been performed not only under
mormon authority but also under the laws of utah and the united
states the english court should recognize the marriage and also
dissolve it formally by granting a divorce decree spinks attested that
if the court determined that the marriage was invalid it would in effect be saying that there was no marriage in utah and thus no legal
right of succession there 22
THE DECISION

the judge

in the case sir james 0 wilde a prominent english
jurist and soon to become lord penzance23 accepted wholesale the
testimony of
ofhyde
hyde and piercy but found the arguments of hydes
hyde s advocate unconvincing he understood that hyde was a monogamist
but this fact made little difference in the judges view wilde ruled
that it made no difference that the supreme court of the united
states would uphold the marriage as legal because marriage in
america was ruled by local law the marriage might have been legal
where it was celebrated but it would not be upheld as valid in
england at least as far as the divorce laws of that country were concerned 24 wilde decided that the central question of the case was not
whether hyde was in fact a polygamist rather it was whether
mohyde
2ohyde
hyde

hyde

14 L
TR
LTR

nnss

frederick piercy was an early friend ofhyde
of hyde who had
much in common with him A talented artist piercy illustrated and provided the text for route
erom
trom liver
from
routefirom
pool to great salt lake valley london latter day saints book depot 18
55
a classic work on the route
1855
cormons took in moving to utah A more accessible edition is one edited by fawn M brodie and
british mormons
published by harvard university press in
m 1962
frederick piercy was excommunicated from the mormon
m the same year that hyde was 1857 thus hyde and piercy both joined the LDS
church in
IDS
ins church in their
cormons that have become classics married sisters and left the mormon
teens produced books on the mormons
church unlike her sister Pier
piercye
piercys
cys wife angelina hawkins remained with her husband and was excomsee wilford hill lecheminant
municated
m 1857
entitled to be called an artist landmunica ted with him in
scape and portrait painter frederick piercy
utah historical quarterly 48 winter 1980 49 65
21hyde
hyde v hyde p 176 all england reports reprint version the mormon experience with american
courts was such that the first wife of a polygamist was considered a legal wife and thus was entitled to all the
v

189 D 1866

rights of a legal wife

22hyde
hyde v hyde p 189 law times reports version
penzance
on the contributions of lord pennance
230n
Pen zance to english jurisprudence see sir william holdsworth A history
16 15556
ofenglish
155 56
of english law 17 vols london methuen & co 1966 16155
wilde assumed in the case that polygamy was legal in utah this is disputed by G W bartholomew
who argues persuasively that the common law was adopted in utah in 1850 with the territorial organic act
the common law clearly did not countenance polygamous marriages and thus polygamy would have been

unlawful in utah when hyde married in 1853 his marriage would therefore have been no more legally
potentially polygamous in utah than in england at the time
G W bartholomew
Rec ognit on of
recognition
polygamous marriages in america international and comparative law quarterly 13 buly
duly
july 1964 1024 33
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polygamy was recognized in utah where the marriage had taken
place he laid down the rule that marriage in england was the
14
14voluntary
voluntary union for life of one man and one woman to the excluali
ail
all others 25 because polygamous marriages were allowed in
sion 6gfall
utah a marriage there was not necessarily to the exclusion of all
others and hydes marriage was thus potentially polygamous
the judge discoursed at length on the differences between what he
called christian marriage which he believed was the only type of
marriage which would be recognized in england under the divorce
mormons
Mor mons 26
act and polygamous marriage as practiced by the cormons
wilde described situations in polygamous societies in which
men take to themselves several women whom they jealously guard from
the rest of the world and whose number is limited only by considerations of material means but the status of these women in no way
in some parts they are slaves in
resembles that of the christian wife
others perhaps not in none do they stand as in christendom upon the
same level with the man under whose protection they live 27

although polygamous unions were called marriages in those
societies and the participants in the unions were referred to as
husbands and wives wilde found
there is no magic in a name and if the relation there existing between
men and women is not the same relation which in christendom we
but another and altogether different relarecognize and intend
tion the use of a common term to express these two separate relations
will not make them one and the same though it may tend to confuse
them to a superficial observer 28

important rights attended christian marriages which were apparently
parent ly not a part of polygamous marriages in the judge s view
may be enforced by a decree for restitution of
conjugal rights adultery by either party gives a right to the other of
judicial separation that of the wife gives a right of divorce and that of
the husband if coupled with bigamy is followed by the same penalty
personal violence open concubinage or debauchery in face of the wife
her degradation in her home from social equality with the husband and
her displacement as the head of the household are with us matrimonial

thus conjugal treatment

ruie that played havoc with the treatment of marriages performed in
mie
21hyde v hyde p 133 this is the rule
hyde
polygamous societies for over a hundred years under the rule anyone marrying in a country allowing
polygamy entered into a potentially polygamous marriage if the couple then moved to england their
marriage was not recognized at least for purposes of the divorce court regardless of whether or not the husband had actually taken subsequent wives it is ironic that a divorce court would define marriage in such a
way

ibid pp
ap 133
ibid pp
ap 133
ibid p 134

35
34
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offences for they violate the vows of wedlock A wife thus injured may
claim a judicial separation from the husband under the name of
alimony at the rate of about one third of his income 29

if the court were to apply these rights to polygamous marriages it

would in effect be creating conjugal duties not enforcing them
because polygamy was not recognized under english law 30
Si
sir james
rJames wilde gave little space in the decision to the difference
between potentially polygamous marriages and actually polygamous
marriages to him they amounted to the same thing and neither
countenanced because hydes marriage was potentially
could be countenancer
despite his
polygamous his petition for divorce was dismissed
strong language however wilde equivocated on the question of the
validity of polygamous marriages whether potential or actual in contexts other than divorce such as succession and legitimacy 31
the times reported that the court had ruled that hyde was still
a bachelor in the eye of the law 32 A closer reading of wildes opinion casts doubt on this however wilde at the outset had limited the
issue of the case to whether persons so united in potentially
polygamous marriages could be considered husband and wife in
the sense in which these words must be interpreted in the divorce
act 33 he stated in his closing paragraph that the decision was confined solely to the petition for divorce and he expressly refused
to decide upon the rights of succession or legitimacy which it might
be proper to accord to the issue of polygamous unions nor upon
the rights or obligations in relation to third persons which people living under the sanction of such unions may have created for themselves 34 hyde thus remained potentially married in the eyes of the
english courts in some respects as in relation to the issue of his marriage it was reported in the case that he and his wife had had
children the divorce in utah was extrajudicial and thus probably
ineffective also hyde was not in utah at the time of the divorce
and because of a technicality in english law would probably not
p 135 wilde glosses over the differences between the grounds for divorce available to men and
simpli citer a woman could not divorce her husband for
women A man could divorce his wife for adultery simpliciter
adultery unless it was accompanied by bigamy extreme cruelty or unexcused desertion for two years As
wilde states personal violence concubinage or debauchery did not give a woman a right to divorce her husband these offenses only gave rise to a suit for judicial separation wives were also discriminated against in
womans possessions became her husbands poulter hyde v
that after marriage virtually all of the comans
291ibid
291bid
bid

hyde

A

reappraisal

pp
ap 483 84 and

p 642
30hyde
hyde v hyde p 135
31 31ibid
ibid p 138
the times 22 march 1866 p
33hyde
hyde v hyde p 133

divorce and matrimonial causes act 1857

20 & 21 victoria

c 85

Ibid
wid

31

11

p 138

80
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have been subject to the divorce if it had been valid 35 one observer
sebastian poulter has described the situation in the following manner
it seems probable therefore that the result of the courts rejection of
hyde s divorce petition was that he remained married to his
ofhyde
wife in the eyes of the english law
final
finai outcome
hence the finaloutcome
was that he hyde found himself a party to a limping marriage
poulter further states that
hardly a satisfactory state of affairs
hyde s lawyers no doubt advised him to wait patiently for his wife
before feeling certain that the marriage was entirely
to die
dissolved 36
4

THE IRONY OF IT ALL
AU

difficult to imagine a more ironic situation than the one in
which john hyde found himself in 1866 he had once been a believwhichjohn
ing practicing mormon he had emigrated to utah and there had
dis
disenchanted
married his sweetheart he then became disenchanter
enchanted with mormonism largely because of his dislike of the practice of polygamy
john hyde had been both publicly excommunicated from the mormon church and divorced from his wife in the same sermon by
heber C kimball the efficaciousness of such a divorce was dubious I
and hyde no doubt simply hoped to make sure that he was legally divorced from his wife perhaps in order to marry someone else in
england despite his opposition to polygamy his renunciation of
mormonism his wifes
cifes second marriage and the fact that he had
been married only once hyde was denied matrimonial relief by the
english court
this irony is heightened by the apparent result of the case
because the marriage was possibly still valid except for purposes of the
divorce laws hyde was left in a kind of marital limbo the marriage
could not be dissolved in england and had probably not been legally
dissolved in utah nor had hyde been subject to a utah divorce when
he was no longer domiciled there he was married technically yet
could not get a divorce in england despite his wifes
cifes second marriage
british legal scholars have in the years since 1866 sensed the
irony in hyde v hyde but the contemporary press did not the
decision in the case met with unqualified approval from the times

it

is

1

a decision of the house of lords if an english citizen abandoned a domicile outside of england his
english domicile of origin revived by operation of law thus when hyde left utah without intention of
returning his domicile once again became england placing him beyond the jurisdiction of the utah courts
and certainly beyond the legal jurisdiction of heber C kimball poulter hyde v hyde A reappraisal
p 490n
361bid
slbid
ap 489 90 morris expresses the same idea in the recognition of polygamous marriages in
slbil pp
eng
lish law pp
english
ap 1007 08
3513y
by
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only did the times not see the irony in the situation it
editorialized that any other result in the case would have caused
absurd consequences as the whole principle and practice of our
marriage law would have been turned upside down 37

not

SOME PASSING

observations

john hydes experience with divorce in both mormon utah and

in england provides some insights into mormon society and into perceptions of that society the fact that heber C kimball felt free to
decree divorce from the pulpit reinforces the view of some historians
that formal adherence to established rules and procedures governing
nineteenth century mormon marriages was not always essential 38
elder kimball and other church leaders during this period evidently
believed they held power to dissolve marriages just as they had
authority to bind couples together it is doubtful that any court
in the united states other than perhaps a church dominated local
Kim
baliss decbails
balls
kimball
probate court in utah would have upheld heber C kimballs
balls
la
kimballs
laration
of divorce but lavinia hawkins relied on elder Kim
pronouncement and remarried in 1859 mrs hydes action was not
unique formal divorces from gentile or apostate spouses were at
times not required in mid nineteenth century mormondom for example eleanor mclean was sealed to parley P pratt without going
through the formality of a divorce from her gentile husband hector
isapparently
apparently no indication that the mormon public
mclean 39 there is inapparently
disapproved of mrs hydes or mrs mcleans second marriages
despite the absence of a formal intervening divorce in either case
hydes allegation that he was unable to return to salt lake
city as his life would have been in danger was not questioned by
the english court in 1866 nor for that matter by sebastian poulter
writing in 1976 40 this indicates that many among the educated
classes in england believed the stories circulated of violent retribution
mormons against those who crossed them especially apostates
by the cormons
from among their own numbers 41
37the
the times 22 march 1866 p 11
31a
A good example of this is eugene and bruce campbells idea that mormon polygamy was subject to
anomie
divorce among mormon
formlessness
a state of normlessness
norm lessness eugene E campbell and bruce L campbell
polygamists extent and explanations
utah historical quarterly 46 winter 1978 15 23
39 Steven pratt
eleanor mclean and the murder of parley P pratt BYU studies 15 winter 1975
34
233
255
235
23334
25354
25334

hyde v hyde

pp
ap 489 90
cormons depicted as vengeful is arthur conan
an excellent example in the popular english press of mormons
41an
doyles first sherlock holmes story study in scarlet the complete sherlock holmes garden city NY
86
doubleday and co nd pp
ap 15
1586
uker
uher

40 Poulter
Po
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court that hydes marriage was potentially
polygamous indicates another questionable perception of the
mormons
cormons that all mormon men were either polygamists or simply
waiting for the opportunity to become polygamists the judges
discourse distinguishing between christian marriage and polygamous
mormon marriage reveals his belief that there were fundamental differences
feren ces between the places of men and women in monogamous and
Si
sir james
polygamous societies sirjames
rJames wilde and many of his countrymen
may have experienced even more distaste for the polygamy of the
mormons than they would have felt for the polygamy of moslems or
cormons
mormons shared common cultural and religious backgrounds
others cormons
with englishmen and their unusual marriage practice might thus
have been even more shocking to the english mentality than eastern
polygamy would have been
hyde v hyde and woodmansee was apparently the only
4potentially
potentially polygamous mormon marriage that the english courts
ever encountered the questionable result in the case established a
precedent that english courts reluctantly invoked for over a hundred
years left john hyde without marital remedy and provided insights
into nineteenth century mormon marriage practices and english
mormons
Mormons
perceptions of the cormons

the finding of the
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